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Will Sanders

The Watch
I found that special leaf—this old man—
falling to the ground. We both hold
cigarettes, but I still have all my fingers.
Was it a tractor? It's almost harvest time.
The wheat around here usually does well.
He's probably raising tobacco. There is nothing
more beautiful than wheat crops in the south
of France this time of year. They have advanced
combine systems—a far cry from the old
John Deere. I saw his name on the ripped pocket
of his oil stained shirt. I'll see him one day
offering his interpretation of falling stars for money
to refill his paper bag. He'll be alone someday.
A colonial frontiersman looking for the new
America on the lower side of East Main and Third.
I wish I had that chance now—to settle
miles away from another person. The rush of falling
springs and the sound of my dead father's
watch to keep me company. I'd be scared
of the dogs, those wretched wild dogs that travel
in packs. But I bet they wouldn't want to get
their stubby paws on the faintest beat
of my watch. He's on the threshold. Hope
he likes the night air. I wonder if he'll be that dog
who lies in the corner and begs, or the one
who tells you about God for a quartet
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To Maria
It must have been something about the way the bottles poked their necks
out of the rusty metal cans that reminded me of the crowded terrace and the
cheers of world cup frenzy. It must have been the flickering of the intoxicating
neon sign with its daily message hanging above the church across the street
that reminded me of cheap, Italian beer and Mama Rosa eleven cats.
There was nothing special about the man begging for food,
crouched in the corner behind broken boxes. He bore no resemblance
to my friend who drank milk out of a paper carton and talked to me
of his life as a sailor. The old lady, beaten down from endless days
pushing her cart around for pennies, did not remind me of Maria.
The way he spoke of her, I knew her ragged features could be no less
than majestic. Something about this street corner must have reminded me
of the hours we talked of Hemingway and Kafka, and the shock I absorbed
when I found his mother had died earlier that day.
Not very different from any other street corner in any other city
of the world, it must have been the lingering smell of soiled life
and the occasional sound of rain soaked tires buzzing across
the intersection that reminded me of earthen carved steps
that led to the shore of the Mediterranean and the beautiful girls
I could see from that bench, bathing nude in the sun. I'm standing
on the corner of a thousand streets in a thousand cities
and I always go to that one. Riomaggiore, the smell
of stale cat urine and the stench of loneliness.
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Karri Harrison
To die, Juanito
Hold yourself regally, it is time to kill.
Long ago critics said you were uneven
performer, a poor killer. Some said
you lacked fear. But the first time you met
my sister I heard you say, "Excuse me, senorita,
if I don't talk much," standing erect
in your skin-tight uniform, "but I am very scared."
And they wondered what made you run?
It was July 16th, I remember your first
fight in Barcelona, and one of your best.
The second bull was yours, the audience saw that
he had extraordinary strength and courage.
"Stay away from this one, chico!" they shouted.
You dropped to your knees for two passes. You even
kissed the beast's forehead, to defy
but not to ridicule the noble animal.
When the bull was squared and ready
to charge, you leapt toward his lowered head.
And as the right horn cut deep into your groin,
you sank your sword up to the red hilt
between his shoulders. Do you remember
the applause and handkerchief-waving that day
when you were granted an ear for your performance?
Friend, it has been so long for both of us
without fear! Come, join me in the arena again
with the crowd cheering deliriously. Look
disdainfully away as the bull thunders by.
I swear no one will be left a stranger Come, Juanito,
you who has nothing left to do but die a glorious death,
and they will give us everything, both ears and the tail.
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Karri Harrison

Bound
Vines lie in mangles. Ripe, the vine's black
berries sink to the warm bread of the ground
for protection, or perhaps for comfort.
Fleshy shades draw on your wandering
eyes and the sky in all its feathers and bones
is steep and full of roots. In this ravine
I will find you dead. Runners unwind.
A hawk spins hard shadows from its path
through the sky. You step out into the moon's
somnific spotlight wearing a sleepwalker's
bracelets, you follow a path which is steep
and predictable. The manacles cling
to your narrow silhouette. Tonight leaves
grow away from their leathery trunks in vain,
At dawn, dead, still moving, we will meet
in a fluid more naked and tyrannical than sleep.
These bracelets are meant to comfort you.

To See What Shadow Stood
As our second midnight approaches, dark rises
like an eclipse. Somewhere between absence
and substance, famine-stricken kitchen
appliances grumbled, tossing me the remote,
"Watch what you like. We're tired." Late that evening
there was something out of whack inside my soul's
appliance too: Anticipation spelled its name
on the blackboard, the teacher added two checks
and it was gone. I don't know if it was hunger.
I never saw the first midnight. Boats rocked
on the horizon, seeing further than they ever had
before. I was too young to see what shadow stood
to expose, blinded by the sun's setting. But now,
putting my ear to the tracks, the metal still warm
with afternoon, I hear midnight coming again.
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Laurel Snyder

Beach Haven, Delaware-1992
For Roy
Three years old, you only want to run to the ocean.
Sand is nothing, just sand. Seagulls are white pigeons.
But the waves are like nothing you've seen.
Our father is watching birds,
not only the gulls, but the scavengers too.
You tell me you are taking pictures,
find your mother's face, and are puzzled.
The waves are too close, you explain.
That is not a camera, I say.
Those are binoculars, for looking at the birds.
Before she died, my mother swam alone.
Looking out tonight, I swear there are two women.
They dip their hems into the heavy salt
of the tide pools. They never speak.
You want to go fishing, to catch
a jagged tooth shark and a starfish. So do I.
But I know better than to let you struggle with that weight.
The tide is in. The two women
are in the ocean now, deep.
Their hair is heavy. Our father is old.
But you are so young, and these truths don't change anything.
All that really counts is that
as you get older, it becomes harder to touch or carry you.
And as the two women realize
the difficulty of treading water,
I turn your eyes away.
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Talking in trees, a love poem
If I could open my hand quickly
like a mussel on hot coals,
it would have no soul of its own.
As it is, this clenched fist
is a secret, a longing.
The promise it whispers must be
enough to wet your lips.
God is the small bird inside
those soft fingers, that pink shell.
You say you cannot hear him
singing, but I feel you shake
each time you bend your branches
to listen. That is also enough.
I brought myself to rest
under the cedars in Lebanon.
I brought the bird to set him loose.
I wanted to see the color of his wings.
I wanted to clap my hands.
I only find myself in some forest.
This trembling needs to be cradled.
If I could open my hand slowly
like a cave opens its mountain,
I would turn my palms to face you
as if something had been freed
and somehow saved.
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Melanie Jordan

One Dimensional Flowers
Just after midnight, and the clock's flashing 2:56 / 2:56 / 2:56.
There are tinkertoy men waving from the side of the road; they know
the dashes in the highway like the backs of their hands.
I woke to a woman in our kitchen last night, tucked tightly into a corner with no
chair at all
Tennessee Williams, your legless angel has come to visit me, excess and worry in
her
negative space
Patron goddess of those who stumble over hobbyhorses
and wheel themselves about sheerly by upper-arm strength
On their way to the masquerade, clutching handfuls of sapphires,
As they race downhill in handcars
Owl masks with noses protruding obscenely as tasks left to be done.
Lace covered wrists narrowed by signet rings
Large as emu eggs
Gaudy as love
but under all this weather, I may not be thinking straight
I'm smearing caviar into the carpet
Pouring Chablis into the potted plant
Watching the door for strangers waltzing through making airplane noises with their
arms outstretched
A low buzzing coming from inside, like a humming bomb or croupy engine.
They preface flipping flashcards in my face with silence. The words come up one by
one on white: Fried.
Bologna. Works. Better. Than.
I stop watching right about there.
One problem: I don't have the slightest inkling whether I spoke or flew
Twinkies or cocktails or menthol cigarettes on a platter
What do you offer to these people, streaming and omniscient?
What do you offer to these people?
Cross-legged on the floor, parked beside halted wagons, I drag out these crayons
(the four left in the box by the time I get to it)
And draw this tiny little figure with the universe around him, filled up, as it were,
with stucco
Rather than stars
There are no symphonies for stucco, no majestical revelational odes.
Behind the recliner I've drawn an iris or an insect;
Perception colors this reality some angel said—like water spilled on a pastel drawing
so that it runs away
and softens everything.
Sometimes, she yelled, the one-dimensional flowers you draw on there are fuzzy
dreaming blankets
Or passion flowers or opium poppies.
Or even tinfoil pinwheels. Rolling.
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Circles

"I hate and I love. Perhaps you ask why I do so. I do not know,
but I feel it and I am in torment."
— from Catullus in Odes

The tree seems safe enough. Gaunt branches stretch from its trunk, skeletal and dark
against the amber sun, with black knobby joints. Wrinkled and gnarled, two mossy branches
cradle the little boy like a pair of grandfatherly arms, wrapped about him in a wiry clasp. He
is safe for now.
Far below the tree, at the foot of a sloping hill, the Corkscrew River roars past,
slithering and spuming around the curves further down the bend. The boy watches the
foaming white rush, the frothy swirls in the deeper middle of the rives spinning and hungry
circles that would devour a man if he drifted there. The boy knows this because he has heard
his father speak of a friend brash enough to taunt the swift, black currents, a friend who
drowned there in 1862.
The boy crouches high up in the tree, hushed, as if he doesn't expect to come down
soon. His face is streaked with dirt and tears, and his gold-flecked hair is tousled and pasty
with sweat. Sometimes he sways on the branch, still sniffling a little, his head half-cocked as
he listens to the wood groan and creak. And sometimes he seems to forget the noise he
makes, and he sways harder and deeper, the branch moaning, until his father stops splitting
logs below and eyes him, pointing a rigid finger at him in warning.
"Set still, boy." The father watches the bony legs above him gradually stop swinging,
the mud-crusted feet fidgeting in mid-air.
The boy rubs his eyes with a clenched fist and looks away, his shoulders heaving in a
stifled sob.
"I'm telling you, Isaac. You best shut that mouth and quit your squalling." The
father hoists his axe to his shoulder, wiping the blade with his flannel shirt. "I done said it
three, four times, boy. You knowed that if you pulled some jackass stunt I wasn't aiming to
let you by. Should of thought about it before you got yourself up there. You'll learn to do
right by your daddy, boy." The father leans against the trunk. "I got a good mind to shake
you out of there if you crack them blue eyes at me sassy-like again."
He stands there, his back pressed against the bark, and imagines shaking his son out
of the tree. He would ascend the tree, slowly at first, but as he neared the branch on which
his son was perched, he would shake the tree a little with his weight. Spook the rascal.
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He would shake the limb, and the boy would be a cluster of arms and legs twined
around the branch, hugging it and gasping in misty-eyed regret. Now if he was Pa Ramsey,
the father thought to himself, then he might even shake it until the boy fell, watching blond
strands of hair lift skyward as he plunged down, arms flaccid at his sides. "My daddy would
of done it, sure," he says aloud.
But he resumes his work. He heaves the axe high above his shoulders, the blade
glinting for a moment in the sun, and he plunges it downward into the log in a steady arc.
The log splinters and snaps, a deep white gash rimmed with spongy green appearing. He lifts
the axe and slices it through the air again and again while Isaac watches wide-eyed above.
"Does it bleed, Daddy?" the boy finally asks.
The man's head jerks up, drops of perspiration trickling down his neck and saturating
his flannel shirt. The faded green and blue plaid darkens at the small of his back where sweat
has pooled. "What kind of fool talk is that?"
Isaac looks into the splintered mass below. "How come it don't bleed?" He points to
his bare back, a thin red line of blood circling up to his shoulder from a barbed branch behind
him. "I do."
The father stops chopping, his shoulders stiffening and muscles twitching as he drops
the axe to the ground with a clatter. Isaac inhales sharply, dewy air surging past his teeth in a
chilly rush. He holds it there in his lungs, waiting.
The father stands tall and raises his head toward Isaac, knowing his face is red and
bloated with exertion. His shoulders are slight and stooping, and his pale, coarse hair stands
up about his head like a halo of bleached straw. He yanks an oily red bandanna from the
pocket of his jeans and wipes his forehead. Still, Isaac waits, his cheeks and eyes slightly
bulging from lack of air.
But his father only shrugs. "Seven years old and you're a regular genius, Isaac—got
smarts pouring out the ears you're so smart." He points to the green-rimmed cross-sections
of wood he has chopped. Burgundy sap trails from the bark of one cutting, congealing over
the smooth circles that tell the age of the tree. "You talking awfully biggety. But I reckon it
does, boy." He feels his mouth threatening to curl into a smirk, but he turns away, resisting it.
Sometimes he has to remember to frown.
Isaac watches his father for a while, careful not to lean into the creaking side of the
branch, but soon he is bored again. The red streaks from his crying jag recede from his eyes
and they regain that impish quality, blue and glittering. His face is compact and elfin with a
mischievous smirk already lurking at the corners of his mouth. He is going to do something
again.
Isaac pulls a rock from his pocket, weighing it in his hand to test it. It needs to be a
good throwing rock. Not too light. Not too heavy. Round and smooth. He finds the right one,
and it even has a little barbed point on one side of it. Isaac holds up his fingers, forming a
tunnel with them, webbing them together and looking through them at the shiny top of his
father's head. The head fringed with wispy hair bobs for a moment, in time with the rise and
fall of the axe. Isaac waits until it stops, centers the target between his fingers again, and
takes aim.
But a woman steps from the brush nearby, a cloth-covered basket in hand. She lifts
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an eyebrow at the boy, her hand on her hip. Isaac keeps the arm raised for a moment, clutching the stone in his hand, and then it falls to his lap. The father is still chopping.
The woman turns around and laughs softly into her cupped hands. She steps lightly
across the clearing in muted footfalls, her face smooth and flushed, her brown hair gathered
in a plain knot at the back of her head.
From above, a sprig of shriveled violets falls before her on the ground. They are
bound with a muddy shoestring.
Isaac cups his hands around his mouth and whispers to her in a loud rasp. "Them's
for you, mamma. For your hair. I been saving them all morning."
She picks them up and pokes them into her knot.
The father swivels around. "Gracie. Time you got here."
"I got lunch for you and Isaac, Varlen." When she speaks to her husband, her head
lowers and her shoulders hunch, giving her the look of a dog who is accustomed to being
kicked. But she points into the tree, questioning.
Varlen looks up into the tree. "What do you make of that? I'm training up the boy
here in the way he should go, so that he won't never depart from it."
Gracie sits down on a nearby stump, taking cold biscuits and bacon from the basket.
She glances up at the swaying feet, the dusty toes, soft and pink under the layers of dirt.
"Looks like he's been departing from it, though."
"Ever since we got here this morning." Varlen sighs, 'sitting on the ground beside the
stump where his wife sits, reaching into the basket for a biscuit. He pulls the spring of violets
from her hair, tossing them into the woodpile. He scowls. "Child's foolishness," he says.
When he frowns, his face is a mass of
lines, anger lurking in the wrinkles about his eyes.
Varlen gestures toward Isaac. "I can't get a lick of work from him. Told him he better
mind me even if he don't aim to work. He kept climbing up that tree, and I kept climbing up
and bringing him back down. You'd reckon he'd figure something out thataway. But I guess
the devil's working overtime in that one."
Varlen throws a biscuit into the tree. Two smudged hands reach out from the
branches, trying to snare it, but the biscuit has already begun to fall as the tiny fingers fumble
for it. "Learn you to be alert, boy." Somehow, it makes my heart sting to do that to the boy,
he thinks, remembering the little hands, but it's the only way he'll learn.
He turns back to Gracie. "Anyhow, it's one thing for a man my age to shimmy up that
tree, but it's a different jar of jelly getting back down with Beelzebub there in my hands.
Next thing I knowed I look up and Isaac's sitting back up there, squalling like some kind-of
cock-eyed bird.
"He can get up, but he's afeared of coming back down. So I just let him stay up
there. Let him stew in his misery awhile and think about that fool thing he done. No food.
No water. And no squalling. Got to drive the rebellion from him someway."
He looks at his wife, expecting her to nod in agreement. But she only crouches there
on the stump, a misty breeze from the river lifting the dusky brown tufts of hair around her
placid face. Her hands are folded in her lap, passive and slight. She looks at the ground, her
eyes following a beetle as it scurries under a log. "It ain't right, Varlen."
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He chokes on his mouthful of bacon and crumples his napkin up, throwing it back
into the basket. With one stony finger, he lifts her chin, forcing her gaze into his. "What did I
hear you say, woman?"
She shrugs her shoulders, her hands now lying palms up. She looks at him, shaking
her head.
Varlen lifts her chin higher with his finger until her neck is arched, her eyes directed
skyward toward Isaac. "That's what I thought. Women's talk is fool talk. They flap their
jaws and say something real big-like, like they got some smarts men don't, and then you ask
them again, and them lips just freeze up when they think on the fool thing they done went and
said." He stands up and lifts his axe to his shoulder, his steely gaze resting on her for a
moment before he turns and walks back to the logs.
Gracie's lips part for a moment, quivering as a tiny sound escapes them. Isaac rustles
the leaves in the tree above. She sits erect, her shoulders straightened. "What I said was, it
just ain't right." Her voice is louder this time and she meets his eyes with her own.
Varlen turns and grabs her by the wrist. "I see what's wrong with the boy. He don't
see his mamma afeared of the hellfire and damnation for his putrid sin. He learned it from
you. His idle hands and his free mouth. Nothing but spite, all of it. The stench of sin."
"No," she whispers. The last time she'd used that word with Varlen, he'd struck the
side of her head with his hand, and she'd almost fallen against the woodstove in their kitchen.
But she repeats it, louder this time. "No, Varlen, it ain't evil. He's just high-spirited is all. He
don't mean you no disrespect with his ways." She touches his hand. "He's just a boy."
Varlen is quiet. His wife does not understand how to rear a child, he thinks. She's
soft and flighty and don't know that a boy is the devil's playground. Specially this boy. It's
like he's bewitched, the way he runs around the house whooping and hollering, looking for
devilment. He says it's just Indian play, but he ain't got the eyes of discretion neither, and he
don't know sin when he sees it. Got to be shown to him. I was the same as Isaac, foul with
sin, until my Pa showed me how to act proper. Right out on that river, he did.
Varlen thinks about the lesson his father had taught him, remembering how after that
day on the river he had hung in corners and shadows, always quiet until an adult spoke to
him. And I turned out fair-to-middlin', he thinks. I try to raise my family proper and her
thinking I ain't right. He looks at Gracie. If I let him out of that tree, he might never find the
narrow way again. And leaving him up there ain't so mean—I don't think. Pa Ramsey
would of done worse. He says it aloud. "My Pa Ramsey would of done worse."
"I expect so. Your Pa Ramsey was mean, Varlen." Gracie has her arm slightly raised
before her face, as if she knows he might hit her again. "Mistreated you something fierce and
then went and called it 'child-rearing.' Like it was something straight out of the Good Book."
"Everything he done was from the Good Book, woman." He grabs a tendril of her
hair that has escaped the knot and jerks it, not as hard as he wants to. "You're spewing
abomination."
"I'll spew it for Isaac." Her eyes glitter with newfound anger "Where is it in the
Good Book? You read it yourself?" She sinks to her knees. "Varlen, it can't be this way
again. Oh God, don't you understand?" Her hands clench the hem of her apron. "It can't. We
got to do right by Isaac. Like the Good Book says. Love and all."
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"It ain't just the tree. His being stuck up there. It's everything, Varlen." She fingers
her apron strings, rolling them around in her hands. "I'm saying it feels like if you don't let
him down now, things will always be this way, like it was with you and Pa Ramsey. I can't
see that again. Not with Isaac."
She takes a deep breath, slow and tortured. "I saw it going on when you was little,
how he treated you. I used to watch you from my daddy's old barn. It wasn't right, Varlen.
What I saw. How he swatted you around. Weren't no child rearing going on. Just meanness.
Meanness and spite."
Her face is slick with tears. "And now I see Pa Ramsey again. In you. The same
thing. And I can't talk it right plain, but I feel like what you do right now is what you'll
always do. Always, Varlen. You hear me?" She points up into the tree. "Either you let him
down out of there and do right by him. Treat him like I know you got to want to. Down
inside. Or just leave him there, just like your Pa would, and Isaac won't never know what
love is, cause yours is awful close to hate."
Varlen stands before her, rigid and stony-faced. He feels as though the ground shifts
below him, lurching and laughing ghoulishly at his stupor. His wife talks to him, her mouth
opening and closing rhythmically like a fish, but he doesn't hear her any longer. He walks
toward her stupidly, dropping the axe to the ground, and lifts his hand. He feels the cool skin
of her cheek under his fist, and then sees how it grows warm and wet and red.
It seems that he is underwater, looking up through the bubbling bluish haze at the
others who are above the surface. He hears Isaac wailing cat-like above him. Gracie is on
her back, her head lolling from side to, side as blood gurgles in her throat. But only for a
minute. She sits up slowly, propping herself up with her elbows, and leans ovei spitting
blood from her mouth. It bubbles over her lips and oozes down her chin to the ground, warm
and thick. Isaac whimpers, shifting in the tree, and brittle leaves waft lazily down to the
ground, catching in her hair.
In the past she cried when Varlen hit her. She would scoot backwards on her rear
end, across the cold floor to the corner where she sat among the cobwebs, hunched in her
robe, waiting until he calmed down so that she could get up and finish her chores. But this
time she does not cry.
She only crouches there, her knees drawn stiffly to her chest, rocking back and forth
and staring at him. And again, Isaac screams.
Varlen feels a wave of panic break over him, and another emotion in its wake. Love
and hate and pity all together in one nauseating mass. Don't they understand? This is the way
he takes care of them. He's the one who keeps them on the straight and narrow. He wants to
take care of them. No one else will.
Gracie speaks. "I ain't crying for you none this time, Varlen. You like it when I do,
even if you don't come right out and say it. It's like when you got the boy up there and me on
the ground, you're the big man. But it ain't me I care about." She gestured toward the feet
dangling from the tree. "It's him. Listen at that, the way he's carrying on. He's scared,
Varlen. Confounded. It's a wonder he keeps his head on straight, seeing all this craziness."
"It's the wickedness of his flesh, woman. Man that is born of woman hain't but a
couple a days old and chock full of mischief. What he needs is—"
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"What he needs is his daddy. Why you think he acts the fool? It ain't no put-on
show. It's him hankering for your attention. He can't say more'n two words what you ain't
beating on him. It's how he makes you see him."
Varlen turns his head and begins to split the wood. With each swing of the axe, he
shouts. "Abomination!" The axe falls. "Spite!" The axe falls. "Fire and damnation!" The
axe falls. But even as he channels all his fury into the axe, he senses the breach between the
words he says and the ones he wants to say. So many things he wants to say. To do.
There had been a preacher man once, in his childhood, that erected an enormous
patched circus tent just outside the town. Varlen remembers walking inside it before they had
secured all the flaps, and gazing up into the billowing canvas from the centei how it seemed
to spiral into the sky forever in overlapping streaks of red and pink. The preacher had
approached him, taking Varlen's hands. He smiled at me, Varlen remembers, and me just a
puny gap-toothed boy wearing gritty overalls and no shirt. But he smiled at me.
The preacher man had been massive and broad-shouldered, with a coarse bristly
black beard, but his eyes had crinkled in kindness and his words had fallen gently, like fleecy
goose down wafting to the floor. But Varlen could never understand how the man could be
both—a real man, tough and rugged, but gentle at the same time. He wants to understand, but
he can't.
Varlen plunges the axe into a log and leaves it there. His hands tremble at his sides as
he watches the whirlpools in the Corkscrew, the dark circles yawning and writhing in a
furious reel.
"Varlen," Gracie says, "something's got to give. I been quiet, but not no more. Isaac
is a boy, and he's got to be one `til he's a man. Pa Ramsey's another thing. He might of put
clothes on your back and cornbread on the table, but he weren't no saint. No one to follow.
And long as I got breath, he ain't going to live on here, in this family. Them Ramseys is one
spiteful family circle, and you better break it off here. Today." As she speaks, her eyes are
luminous and haunting, as if she feels the world pressing her into a breathless vise.
Varlen lunges at her, lifting his broad, rigid hand above her face. Gracie's eyes are
flaming, livid even in its shadow. And as he slams it down on her face again, he knows its
something he doesn't want to do. Isaac screams, his voice rising to a piercing shriek at the
end of each word. "N000. Leave momma be! Oh, daddy, no. No. Run Momma. Do it.
Leave her be or I'll jump right outen this tree and die right there, right in front of you. Please
Daddy." His words, more than he ever says at one time, are punctuated by sobs. "I'm telling
you. I'll jump right off."
There is a desperation to Isaac's voice that makes Varlen think the boy is sincere and
something in his own head that makes him think he might not stop him. "Shut it, boy. Shut
it. If you ain't god-fearing enough to keep that mouth shut, then I reckon you'd be better off
scattered under this tree." Varlen clenches his fists and says through his teeth, "Look at that
river—the both of you."
The boy obeys, but Gracie stares stupidly at the ground, throwing dirt on the sticky
blood that has pooled there. Varlen grips the back of her neck with cruel fingers, pointing her
head toward the rapids. "I said I aimed for you to look at it. And look real hard."
He surveys the silver-topped swirls, how they eddy and shift in the amber sunlight.
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teenage boys manning a boat near the middle of the river, flirting dangerously with the
undertow. Their boat bobbed and jerked violently on the waves as they clung to the boat's
rim, shrieking in defiance of the Corkscrew's shadowy currents.
Pa snorted, his lips curling into a sneer. "Foolhardy whelps. I hear tell a cousin of
McRobbins, the sharecropper, got sucked into one of them circles. Found his body floating
near the mill, all bloated and purple. Price for sin."
Varley Boy watched the boys rocking and laughing in the waves, envious of them as
they shouted lines from pirate's tales. He wasn't sure what constituted "pleasures of the
flesh," but if that's what he felt, he liked it. Besides, he didn't even know who McRobbins
was.
The summer heat pulsed against Varley Boy's pale skin, his back and shoulders
already dense with white globed blisters, and his throat was parched and raspy. But the
Corkscrew sparkled with light and novelty and promise of adventure, and it was then that
Varley Boy knew he was going to do something.
He stood up, his arms outspread as he balanced in the teetering boat for a moment,
and then he dove into the river in an ungainly sprawl. When the water closed over his head,
he began thrashing his arms and kicking his feet, fighting to break through the surface. And
for the second time that day, he felt himself being hoisted into the air by his belt loops, being
flung like a limp ragdoll against the bottom of the boat.
Pa clamped his hands around Varley Boy's throat in a brutal vise and shook him. His
voice was a gravelly whisper. "Listen to me, you blasted little prodigal. Look where you
done made us drift while I was trying to fish you out. I'm going to show you something."
Pa forced his face over the rim of the boat.
"You see them circles out there, whirling round on the water? They don't hardly look
like nothing to be afeared of from over here. I reckon you think you can just break a circle
like that." He snapped his fingers.
"Well let me tell you, Varley Boy. You sorta ride on the top of it, real smooth-like at
first, thinking you're doing a fine thing, that you're allright. You think things won't never
change. But you can't, boy. It'll suck you right in. Ain't no way out. Circles just ain't like
that."
Something strained and snapped in Varley Boy's head, like his mind had been
groaning under a burden and had finally folded. He squatted there in the boat, staring at his
Pa's mouth, smelling his sweet tobacco breath. Pa's face was flushed, his eyes flared in
anger. Varley Boy could hear the rapids behind them, its whirlpools churning in a greedy
spin.
"It was a choice right there and then," Varlen tells his family. "Whether to follow Pa
or the flesh. I just sat there and looked at him for a long time. And then I got mad. Awful
mad. I just stood up in that boat and kind of stomped up and down like a durned fool to rock
it around and maybe even spook Pa. I was out of my fool head." Varlen remembers something else, something bittersweet, but doesn't say it. Pa Ramsey was giving me a tonguelashing, sure, he thinks, but way down under it was something else. Like he knowed he cared
but didn't know how to make good with me. Something he wanted to say buy couldn't.
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Varlen peeks up at Isaac, who is leaning out over the branch and watching the rives
his chin resting in a web of fingers.
"About then," Varlen continues, "I made the awfullest hullabaloo. Told him I was
going to jump in that water like a hoptoad and get right inside one of them circles, just to
make Pa dotty. Said I was going to break through ever one of them circles. I knowed it was a
crack-brained thing to say, but I was seeing what he'd do."

"Jump then," Pa had said to Varley Boy in the same voice he might have told him to
go slop the pigs. "Jump. Do it. If you ain't got the sense the Good Lord gave you, then
you're better off floating face down."
Varley Boy had begun to shriek like a wounded animal, agitated and skittish. "It
wouldn't vex you at all. Would it? If a circle ate me up." He wanted Pa to protest, to beg him
not to jump into the rapids. But he didn't. So Varley Boy rocked the boat harder and faster,
throwing his full weight into each staggering sway of the boat, waiting for it to tilt.
"And then," Varlen says to Gracie, "my Pa just stood up, walked over, and knocked
me right in that water with his fist. Just like that. Never said a word. Nothing. Soon as I fell
in, it was like the water had arms that grabbed aholst of me and sucked me under right into
its mouth. I was right sure that Lucifer himself was yanking me down to hell. I screamed
and cried every time I came up, but Pa just stood there in the boat, rocking. I recollect how
his eyes were kinda slanty, like a wolf's or maybe a goat's. 'Go ahead, boy,' he kept saying,
like it weren't nothing to see his own kin cashing in his chips. 'Let's see you break a circle.
Go ahead, Varley Boy. I'm a watching you.'
Varlen seizes his wife's arm, exhilarated by the thrill of the account that seems
palpable only to him. "I was getting banged around on big rocks and choking and all, but I
put up a scrap with them circles. I fought them for hours, felt like. But everything got all soft
and gray and my arms and legs was flimsy, and it was like I was a baby again, sleeping in the
water."
Varlen stands now, his arms outspread and his forehead wet with perspiration.
"Next thing I knowed, those teenage boys had me in the boat, and one was beating on
my back. There was blood in my eyes, from getting no air, they said. And water kept rolling
up out of my mouth. Pa Ramsey's boat was tailing theirs, and he just sat there taking it all in.
He kept saying, 'You been baptized, boy. Purified and purged from the flesh. You're a new
Jonah, I reckon."
Varlen mounts a stump and raises his hands toward heaven, triumphant. His haggard
face is flushed and shining as he turns to his wife. "You see, woman. I knowed it when they
resurrected me out of that water. It was like I was alive again. See? Why I got to teach him.
If Isaac stays up there long enough, he'll learn. He'll repent." He looks at Isaac. "Boy, if Pa
Ramsey hadn't knocked me in them circles, I wouldn't of ever been what I am today."
Gracie stands up with slow deliberation, folding her arms across her chest. "Finish
the story, Varlen. I've heared that part a hundred times, but you never do finish it. You get
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yourself all in a quiver, telling about them circles, but you never do get around to the part
Cleve told me once. About them bringing you to Cleve's house. About your Pa. Finish it."
Varlen scowls at his wife, thinking how he'd enjoy cramming his fist into her
yammering mouth to seal it. He doesn't want to hear the other part of the story, the one he
has made himself forget. And he didn't know Cleve had ever spoken to his wife. He pumps
his fingers, his fists opening and closing at his sides. "Nothing more to tell."
"There is, though. I can tell it all. Jar your memory if it needs it. Isaac might want to
hear it, too."
Varlen thinks Gracie sounds awful sassy for a woman who's been thrashed twice
today.
Gracie gingerly blots her swollen lip with her apron. She, too, watches the river as
she begins to speak, noticing how the mist rises from the rapids, vaporous and phantasmal
like ghosts of the past. She tells the untold, how Varley Boy had awakened in the house of
Cleve Smalley, the nearest Doctor, while his legs and wrist were being sewn up, how a white
plaster cast was already drying around his arm.
As she speaks, Varlen remembers how his consciousness had drifted in a murky
twilight as he lay upon the lumpy bed, vaguely aware of men cloistered about him in the
close, stale room. One sat at the foot of his bed, immobilizing his legs while another pressed a
damp blood-flecked cloth to his forehead. A tin cup was lifted to his mouth, and he drank,
feeling something burning and pungent slide down his throat. Voices had murmured and
babbled in an indistinguishable drone. Then someone lit a candle above his wrist, and a
needle flashed in the subdued amber light as Cleve's hand swooped down and up in a measured pulse. Varley Boy's wrist had burned with each puncture of the needle, but he had been
too weak to resist.
"And then you heard him, didn't you, Varlen?" Gracie says to him now, her eyes
searching his own.
And Varlen does hear, for a moment, the one voice that rose above the drone, a
plaintive and wavering moan that seemed to rise from a dark place within, from somewhere
"It was Pa Ramsey. Wasn't it, Varlen?"
raw and unexposed.
He points a quivering finger at her in warning, as he feel his hands and feet chill and
grow numb. The scene flashes again. The men in the room had assumed Varley Boy's
mishap was accidental, but Pa Ramsey knew better. He had slouched in a shadowy corner of
the bedroom, hunched into a ragged blanket, his hands clutching a wet brown hat, and his
eyes lowered to the ground. His body had swayed in the sulphur-colored light, and his face
was ashen and brooding, inconsolable. Varley Boy's shirt was crumpled at his feet in a soggy
reddish heap.
Pa Ramsey had stretched one grey and quaking claw-like hand out toward the huddle
of men around the bed and held it there, pointing at his son and moaning. "Wasn't what I
wanted to do. You hear? Wasn't what I wanted."
Varlen shakes his head from side to side with this memory of Pa Ramsey's face, how
it seemed broken and dazed when they were dragging him from the room, so different from
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his expression when the boys had pulled him from the Corkscrew.
"And you remember what he said? Varlen?" Gracie prods him.
"About you?"
Varlen springs toward her. "Shut it up, woman. Lucifer's handmaiden. Hush that
tongue or I'll tear it out your head."
Gracie backs up. "Remember?" she repeats. She is resolute, now "Cleve told me
once what Pa said. That he hated and loved you both. Hated that he loved you. Hated how
much it hurt to love you. Hated having to bring you up like he done. He had wants, Varlen,
things he wanted to say and do. But didn't know how. And Cleve said when they hauled him
out the door, he kept saying over and over, 'It was all I knowed to do. All I knowed.' Remember, Varlen? You got wants, too. I know it. You might of been up walking and breathing, Varlen, but you died that day. Been a carcass ever since. And it feels like you done killed
me too. I just set here and let you have your way. Can't hurt a corpse. But you got to show
Isaac what—"
Varlen clamps her mouth with savage fingers, wrestling her to the ground. And then
he is stuffing the gingham apron in her mouth and all he can think is, Close your mouth.
Close it. But from above, he feels rocks and twigs pelting the back of his head.
It is Isaac, who has climbed even higher into the tree. His face is chalky and pale,
and his eyes are wild and reckless like a cornered animal's. "Leave her be, daddy. You're
killing her. Leave her be. Else I'll jump right out of this tree on you." His frail chest heaves
with each shout. "And I'll get killed right there. Right by my momma. Right by them flowers
I picked."
"Jump then." Varlen moves under the tree, standing under Isaac. "Jump out, fool.
Do it." His voice echoes in the stillness. "Don't think I'll stop you boy. Do it." Gracie stirs
from the ground, and he turns, telling her to stay put.
When he turns back, there is a rustle of leaves from above, some fluttering softly to
the ground.
The branch is empty. Isaac is falling. Varlen sees the pale legs, loose-jointed and
wobbly as he plunges downward. His perceptions are myriad, each one prolonged and still,
yet rushing through his consciousness. Isaac seems to fall slowly at first, buoyed by the
crosswind, wafting to the ground like the untimely fall of a new leaf, soft and velvety and
fragile. But as his velocity increases, his hair seems to float about his head, shaggy blond
tendrils groping for the sky.
Varlen can only see Isaac's back at first, but then the child turns in mid-air, slowly, as
if on a skewer, and Varlen watches his chest, sees how the smooth white skin flattens against
his ribs. Isaac's arms are outstretched and they seem more delicate than they ever have
before. The boy's expression changes, his mouth first gaping and black with terror and his
eyes flashing and wide, to something soft and placid, with his eyes closed in innocent acceptance. An infant, cradled with wind.
For a moment, Varlen imagines the jarring of Isaac's bones as they strike the ground.
The swift and almost imperceptible expulsion of life as it is pressed from the boy's lungs.
Gracie's moan rising up into the leafy canopy above. The circles of blood spattering across
his shirt, his face. Pa Ramsey being dragged from Cleve's dim bedroom, into the painful
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light.
But Isaac is still falling. Varlen lunges forward, suddenly wanting to hold his son.
His arms open just as the boy plunges into them, and the two tumble to the ground. Isaac lies
across his chest, his warm hair spicy and pungent under Varlen's nose. Varlen is quiet for a
moment, he and Isaac cheek upon cheek. He listens for the sweet breath, and then it comes,
slow at first but steadier, a tiny heartbeat reverberating against his own chest. Varlen closes
his eyes, simply holding Isaac there, close to his heart, with Gracie's hand gently stroking the
child's back. Isaac's hands shift and open, and Varlen feels them wrapping about his neck,
pressing against his face. And when he opens his eyes, there are two more searching his own,
blue, glittering and animated. Varlen hears the river below, its circles churning viciously. And
when he feels something wet and salty streaming down his cheek, he buries his face in Isaac's
warm hair and leaves it there awhile.
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Marketa Riebova

Icarus' Tale
Yesterday a scarlet pigeon landed
on the windowsill of my left eye
and said: "Sir, please, help me get untangled
the washing lines that cheeky wind had tied
to these fine feathers. They make my flight
too clumsy in the narrow cobbled streets."
He sadly flapped his wings. They glowed so bright,
covered with starched aprons, skirts and sheets
that pierced my drowsy retina like a torch,
some of them still wet. I quickly told two teams
of fingers to peg those beads on the front porch
of my hot forehead. There I used to air my dreams.
From that day on my feet stopped touching the ground.
Steep roofs with sooty chimneys are my colonnades.
Mornings: I perch on king Wenceslas' crown
Afternoons: Old Town Square, pigeon parades.
At 10 a.m. a scheduled fight for breadcrumb
out of Mrs. Miller's shaky hand. My vision
throws me in the sky and these wings drum
on the city's hundred spires...
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Jody Henry

Pharisee Girl
My wrist was hurt real bad
and it was one of those
long factory days
hot and loud
lots of machines and people.
My job was to empty this stuff
into a machine.
It weighed only 70 pounds
but every time,
from the tip of my finger
to my shoulder
God it hurt.
On break I went into the bathroom
and wrapped it up with yellow tape.
It didn't help much
but I kept on going
remembering Santiago of the sea
and the way my father
told me how to fetch a screwdriver
without looking up
as blood streamed down his arm
from a hand wrapped in
a once white handkercheif
and he talked,
quietly and angrily,
to an old scarred chainsaw.
At the end of the day
in a hurry
I fell down
on wet concrete
as me and John
were taking out the scrap barrel.
Trash got in my hair
and I felt dirty and embarrassed,
so tired.

A girl can make the difference.
If she had been there
laughing at me when I came in
or waiting for a phone call
after a long clean shower
waiting to get together
to eat with and touch
and more than anything
talk to,
then I would be strong enough
not to lock myself into this apartment
one hour away from anyone
who gives a damn about me,
where I don't answer the phone
and I smoke too much
and continue to eat long after I'm full
and become the banal American male
who does nothing
and is nothing
but alone.
Instead she judges
and talks about my drinking
and looks at my dirty hands
when all I wanted was
understanding and love and grace and joy,
all those New Testament words
that separates the good in us
from the evil in us.
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Leah Gore

There is a red tulip that stands
There is a red tulip that stands
in the desert on one leg. It reads
from the book of Socrates. On one
hand it has the time and on the other
a tatoo of the earth. It is fifteen cents short
of a riddle. It rides on a motorcycle and
licks the wind. But the tulip has lost its sense
of direction and opens its mouth
to the sand. I am this tulip, roaming
the isles. There is a hole in my desert
and I say, "Thank God, for the waters."

Red teacups
China floats
in the sky as the angels hand paint
each cloud, carefully omitting
that portion of the sky. My hands are
trembling but my feet are firm. There
are attachments on my back for wings. I've lost
my thirst. I dig in the earth to find
roots. I will make my tea.
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Julia Beach

Kissing the Fish
Why am I making coffee?
I didn't buy any oranges
this week. I probably won't next week,
or the next, until you notice
that I still haven't forgiven you
for over-feeding the fish. But
I want to thank you
for putting the streetlight
in the back yard,
beside the bedroom window. Are you
afraid of the dark?
I won't say
anything about the buttercups in the cabinet,
until you apologize for killing
the Kissing Fish and explain
why you compare me to oranges, the way
you say, they take to biting.
I've given up
mapping the constellations. So, stop
telling me that damn story about
the Great Bear, and how it doesn't
sink into the sea with the other stars.
If you weren't a Pisces,
and if the Great Bear were
a fish instead of a star, you'd kill it too.
I meant to say
I'm sorry
about the buttercups and the butter knife.
The light in the kitchen burned out, and
my tension collapsed
like a thousand shooting stars when I realized
I hate oranges.
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Greatest Hits Collection
I set fires because
Jim Morrison is a genius
and I've outgrown sitting
in empty fireplaces, breaking bottles
against the chaos of dream.
Instead I watch a lot of television,
with trash philosophers telling me,
"keep one fist in the gold,
one foot in the gutter."
My gutters are temptation, sucking
God straight out of your lung.
Gutters don't let go. It doesn't matter
if you believe in God:
He's sitting in the gutter behind you.
My only gold runs rings
around my Bible, trimming pages in gold.
I haven't read it, The Bible.
A gift from my grandmother
confirming her agnostic tradition.
We had church in the same gutter
Old Frankie Avalon movies playing
in the background. Hymns provided by
The Greatest Hits Collection
of The Righteous Brothers.
Sometimes sympathy for the devil was high,
so we played Rolling Stones.
But now I'm afraid of the gutter
that it wasn't real, only
a figment of my beliefs.
I believe Robinhood read my Bible last night:
This morning, the gold was gone.
I don't believe Frankie really surfed
and sang at the same time.
I'm not ready to believe
God has taken over my church.
Religion tells me there is a devil who
wants me in Hell where
I can boil water with ice.
I'm not sure I believe that. But I know
the broken glass icing the floor
is begging me to walk. Saying,
if one foot touches the ground
dream has a launching pad.
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Little Reasons
As they find they are mashed together in a
jar the size of Einstein's brain, as they find
they are in fact nestled in formaldehyde beside
the infamous brain of Einstein, the two stupid dogs
realize they may have taken a wrong
turn two blocks up the street. And even as
Einstein opens his brain's mouth to speak, the bottled
dogs find little reason to rejoice in their
fortune. Einstein is saying the theory of relativity
is all wrong, a fact he did not realize until after death.
Einstein is waving his grey matter at two stupid dogs,
calling "you are my only hope." It takes no time for the glass
to shatter as one woolly beast opens his jaws
to let out a moon's howl of wretchedness.
The great thump on the floor of wet dog body released
shakes Einstein's brain and he whimpers, makes
a little cry. If this is all true, the sopping dogs
give a shake like the world wringing itself out
and scamper off, toward a better tomorrow.

Porch
Try to see me in an iron swing,
with springs and homemade striped
cushions. Can you see that I am a child watching
across a lake? Try not to tell me what I am
hearing. I will tell you it is the sound of mosquitoes'
mushroom cloud whose desire is not to eat my
flesh but puncture it, suck my veins to the very
surface and then leave them in a throbbing wake
of beating wings. It is the time of day when I grow
afraid of the light, of seeing what will take hold
of me just before it does, of feeling security
on a porch behind a screen of mesh wire
which will curve at the insistence of the wind
and hold me responsible for the lightning my body
can't absorb. I came here as a child to rock my baby
soul to sleep, to be lifted up into the air
by the swarming of some kind of life.
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Need
I'm inviting you to this funeral where I
will offer a version of extinction. I've not
been rehearsing like the tour guides at
your favorite war memorial, but I'll
show you one way to live.
Improvise yourself, see how many ways
you can ask me to dance without taking
my hand or looking into my eyes. I leave
this decision to you, whether to check into
the view of heaven I will relate or, if you
don't care for sainthood, remain with me.
Unlike the thin film of beauty which slides
away without effort and clutches your breath,
Hell may continue to materialize, catch in
the corner of your throat just as you hear this
poem and all your questions disappear
I'd like to take a journey with you, get hold of
your field of vision and rub it in the palm of
my hand. And, when I return your life to you,
after exposing it to patches of harsh moonlight,
you will leave with your own fledgling truths.
Or, like a lover who finds it hard to let loose,
you may find you've become attached to me.

Jeff Campbell

Weights and Fairy Tales
She said she was dependent upon nothing
But Lovebirds and Sappho to console her
My support came from Churchill and protein.
Her taste made crust inside my ear
I grew deaf to the crash of her brow.
And the economic sector of my heart
Crushed her even though she also liked
Arnold Schwartzeneger.
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Bradley Paul

Epigram for Gail
In a drink, Gail, you like something genteel
yet tradewindish, for example a gimlet.
Twisting your body from one end of the ballroom
to the other, you yourself are like that tool
after which the drink is named, though
this observation is, on my part, clearly a debauchery
of those dance steps you consider prim.
You say I must be sick. Come on, Gail,
split another lime and set the vodka to it,
let's dispense with the cocktail party psychology.
Your principles, you say, would deny my pleasures
flat out, though your pleasures, flattened out,
we know would beg of my own principles, or lack thereof.

Rilke's "Autumn"
The leaves come down, says Rilke, as if they're falling
from gardens far up in the sky, and as if
they are sad. And in the night,
or maybe through the night,
the heavy goddamn earth falls too,
down from the lonely stars
into the lonely whatever. Everyone falls, he says,
like my hand and what it holds fall onto the table—
for Chrissakes, look around. Every damn thing
is falling, and we're all falling together God.
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AUTOMATIC BIOGRAPHY Melanoplus differentialis
Shall we gather at the river? I asked myself
in the mirror, shaving cream sliding down my cheek, my face
ready for the razor because I itched in a heated way. Uma Thurman
had spilled my blood more than once in that rusty basin I abandoned
years ago, along with the apartment's totality:
the lingering hours I spent pissing in a potted plant
to see how long it would take for the bitterness to kill it.
I wish that were a lie, but I am offering my life out
like a raw chin, an abused jaw; in Uma Thurman I saw a record
of blood and the proofs of beauty. I saw each of her movies
as automatic biography, a reflection of herself, myself—
our story was unimpressive. I wanted to sing every morning
I woke with her teeth memorized. I wanted to have a tune
in mind that would ease easy hungers. Hymns I'd learned
as a Methodist returned above the arteries of my neck,
itchng as I twisted the Seiko watch on my wrist.
I wanted to gnaw the thing down
to sterling pulp, swallowing mouthfuls like mercury
swallowing perfume clouds no one else would notice.
Then, there was nothing to reveal, no interesting stories
buried beneath forgotten scars, no hitching heart when I thought
I would die because this person was beautiful, or this anger
abraded because she had scraped in a wall the time to die
was when you yourself were no longer beautiful. All this means nothing.
All this is what I am not offering you:
I sit inside a crumbling theater that is cool, sit in a seat
that I have grown accustomed to, watching movies vague
and indifferent; I dream of touching the perfumed head of a girl
who is named Uma . I think I could never know anything more
beautiful than that one act, and yet, I have. The strangeness
was a hundred times old already by the time I thought
of being merely mature. As a child I stood in another bathroom
abandoned, wondering if the plunger would stay if
placed just so, on my stomach above the curved apex of my ribs—
the reflex is to say, yes, it stuck to my skin,
that I walked around in my suddenly strange skin for days
like a malformed unicorn, somehow wonderful, somehow resplendent,
positive I would find a field of rust-colored roses
to linger in, a river of myth in which to wash my face.
In a movie, however, these roses would be poisonous
and I would run forever through rows of them, hardly knowing
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physical collapse was probably a given—
and yet, none of that would be precisely true, a grotesque record.
It was the singing I wanted most. Or a name, perhaps history maybe a sonogram.

The Mad Binges of the Soul
Consider; if you will, the emptiness of an orange peel,
the relative paucity of a tea leaf
—Nagarjuna, 113 A.D.
I wouldn't mind touring Asia, but I haven't eaten in weeks.
Or at least it feels that way these days.
Yesterday I sat meditating on the absolute relativity of everything,
trying to blow all the desire from my lungs, trying to stumble
over the motherlode of good karma that's hidden in me,
when I had this sudden craving for a gargantuan bowl
of Cheerios. I was faced with this, my Waterloo of want,
when the phone rang, and ex-girlfriend was offering me plane tickets.
We talked for hours about the unquestionable buddhahood
for which we were destined. Bored and hungry I mumbled for a while,
she asked if I had a Marlon Brando complex, and yesterday
that was probably close to the truth. The milk was bad
when I opened the refrigerator The box of Cheerios had turned to dust.
I was excited thinking I had been meditating
for a profound time, then was merely pissed off remembering
I hadn't been grocery shopping in months. I'd been begging
at the airport, snagged a few dozen Snickers, Mars and other candy-bars.
The problem was my unquiet stomach, wanting more.
I bet people aren't afflicted with these problems in Thailand or Tibet.
I bet they've freed themselves from the mad cereal binges of the soul.
I started concentrating on my navel, picking out lint, humming "Kashmir"
by Led Zeppelin. Even as Robert Plant, I was god damn hungry
craving the blues, craving a peach in the worst way
craving even some barbecue, maybe. It didn't matter, I was weak.
Feeling guilty at the point of my weakness, I began to talk
to my belly, standing in the kitchen with just my boxer shorts on;
I'd bought them years ago at the Gap at full price, and felt no shame,
felt only the elastic thrill of slipping them on like eternity
but I began to doubt the Eightfold Path led through the Gap store.
Tortured with doubt, I said, "Belly, you alone can end your suffering."
I wanted so badly to muck around in the slums of Sri Lanka,
to teach the ineffable art of dual slaloming down Tibet's slopes
to the Dalai Lama, talking baseball and sex by introspective fireplace—
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I wanted to feel scared sleeping on the floor
hearing the mystic yowl of the yeti;
I wanted to write a great ode to the beast, but I first had to eat.
Endorphin-rushed, I jogged with purpose to the grocery store,
dreaming on the green rows of well watered fruits and vegetables,
on eyeing that cashier who I think was named Josephine,
who lived in a trailer park down the street from the grocery store—
she would ride between work and home on her beat up Hufy
3 speed, tattered tassels streaming from the smudge-chrome handlebars,
sitting prettily above the sun-faded banana seat. I would often
stand at the corner sidewalk, eating fried chicken from the deli,
making eye contact with Josephine as she pedaled seductively by
Yesterday I practiced my usual rite of going through her line
and I asked Josephine if she would like to "go to Tibet with me."
I'd picked up the requisite box of Cheerios and a TV guide,
contemplating my belly button, which pushed out, feeling
half crazy with hunger, staring a long time at each large pore,
each beautiful blemish that I swear I'd never noticed before!
Josephine asked how I was going to pay, and why I was wearing
only my Gap boxers. Thunder had hit me in the head,
my karma had received a vicious injury and was melting away like ice
on a skittle of hot embarrassment; oh, that hunger grew and grew
and I felt I hadn't eaten in years, like I might eat all of northernAsia
in one transcendental piggish swallow, picking my teeth clean
with pale, anemic looking little bodhisattvas pleading
for mercy. I had grown as large as the leviathan craving allowed
when Josephine reached over to wipe my drooled chin,
when she called her manager, who kicked me out of his store.
All I ever wanted was to be Josephine's Napoleon
and I though of Brando's role as hungering Bonaparte in Desiree,
and I thought of passions that would take me elsewhere.
Tasting the antiseptic air, unlike food, I board the plane,
praying that dinner would be served in-flight and then I'd be free of my self.
The second Noble Truth is that suffering itself has a cause.
I don't remember what the first or third were, or if there were more.
My head gets clouded with too much thought at this high altitude
(though the peanuts help some) and my heart is obscured by Josephine
and the strange way she shows her love for me; oh, Id trade my life
for all the nirvana a cheap girl and a double-wide trailer gives.
I'd give my soul for a bowl of cereal that's as big as my faith.
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John Cornwell

The Moon Has Nothing to Do
With Bassoons
And the sun doesn't look
like a black hole.
The truth is bent depending
on the gravity of the perspective.
In the smoky light of the bar she
could be beautiful or a black hole.
I always feel like I'm one step from
understanding. One step from the door
Three doors ago I felt like a new man.
But new to what? My heart tried
to stop but it couldn't because
they don't sell beer on sunday.
God owns sunday and all the convenience
it can handle.
I don't know if I could handle
a life that simple but just
think of all the coffee.
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Maggie Simon

The River
I watched them from the bridge.
His shallow stomach girdled
by the slow river. He thought
of nothing
much,
how his round glasses fogged
in the cool night, his shorts
pillowed pleasantly between his legs.
The water held the current steady
and the pine trees held the wind.
I could see her back also,
her blond hair blunt
to her waist. She thought of nothing,
except maybe her nipples, sore
from the cold, her right arm
slightly warm because of the man's heat.
She disappeared vertically, sucked beneath
the surface, I would say suddenly,
but to her it seemed expected.
Just like I expected to feel her lungs
burn and tickle and starve
as her skin became translucent
in the feathered murk. He didn't move,
at first, just let his flaccid
arms be held by his shoulders.
He let his feet go and floated on his back,
feeling the skin of the water creeping to him.
I could feel the pockets
of her screams fill and burst on his back.
He felt them
but his movements were casual,
not urgent. He trolled a bit
for her hand and when he held it, he pulled her
to shore with the calculated insistence
of an angler. We burst from the water,
her chin burrowing into the loose dirt,
mine testing the bridge's planks.
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I thought that there would be an age when fear
would delta, thin-out, and, in some places, disappear
But here, on this bridge, splintering
my lips on the edge, where the railing
should be, I know that she is standing again
in the passive river, next to her listless guardian.

The Berenstein Bears Burn in Hell
Today the rain is dropping
like flies.
The sun behind its clouds
is as muted and sulfurous
as a rotted egg.
The puddles in the street deepen
and spread like canker sores.
The faces of houses are covered
with syphilitic window-holes.

Dante and his cronies have walked
my veins long enough.
So long, in fact, that everyone's eyes
rain cats and dogs when they see me.
They know I've fallen pathetically
in front of pastel landscapes
three times now
and haven't managed to stand up
yet. Good-bye slit-wrists.
I'm through with you
and your friends,
the disjointed hearts.
You can all return to Hell
to burn with the Berenstein Bears
and all of childhood's
happy radar.
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Terry Olsen

Come A Little Closer To Feel Strength On Your Hips
Daffy Duck is not mine, though he is
present. Beware of his world
away from thinking, bury him
like a dead flower in a family
album of quiet thunder; much like an old nail submerged
in wood. You are not home
and Daffy sits in your favorite chair
next to the walls inching
into the ground. Just a moment ago, the T.V. developed
a sort of hazy breath about itself,
resembling your presence or something like that...
offering bigger and better selections,
dreams for a price. I no longer want you
to approach me. His tie is extremely loud.
In a dark room he can be removed.
I don't need insurance coverage for an elephant
marching into my home. Daffy warns
words begin as being unreal like
stepping into the bedroom and knowing
hurt. The little wall crater says "Where do you go
on the weekends with your other?" Can't find a way
to the dew on the lawn. At present, arms are being
pulled out-of-sight and a cherry-red, death feast takes
place. Worn out like spoons in a soapy bowl
of frowns Daffy puts me on and leaves
for the evening.
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The Act of Dying
When the phone rang and the toilet overflowed
you were about to tell me
another theory from a man's point of view.
The disintegration of modern society, or the same stain
as you refer to it,
is foreshadowed by blacker air
and weak breezes sitting on park benches.
Well, that is a man's view point, always being
the apostolic sandman. All gods are foolish!
and man is a desk, is a part, is not
a house of fresh hopes. Across long pews of magic prayer
walking unconsciously in tired shoes and worn feet
he lives like an enormous cloud. Earth is smallei
understands her size instinct and
burnt strivings don't carry much meaning
for her. Infested with skyscrapers and street fires,
she feels her importance in death.
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Ginny Reardon

Cosmology Club
so how was the universe created-everything is related-what time is it-Jesus had a twin brother, how else do you think he rose from the dead-she turned me into a newt-I have to leave at 4:00-I'm sick of Data-puritanical-censorship sucks-what is "heavy matter"-how does that make you feel-just for once will you answer me without asking another question-you can always judge a man by the quality of his enemies-do we have a topic-we've just disproven everything you ever believed-Will is a buddha-stop quoting other people; tell me how you feel-Maslow is full of shit-why do these meetings always turn into group therapy sessions-Stephen Hawking-I wish I could drive-why can't girls wear pants-but he's Catholic, so he can't be "puritanical"-what are you reading-I believe all religions are right
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Laura Howard

Front Door
She is tangled up rope.
The sky is black.
She calls for help which no one hears.
He is walking toward the house.
He sighs with sadness because he has lost her smile.
She is freed by a passing orange cat with a gleam in its eye.
She runs past him and beats him to the front door
the house is cool and damp.
She turns, smiles, and kisses him on the cheek.
He slams the front door.
She swallows nervously.
He is rope.
She is sadness.
They mingle and tangle like water in long hair

Last Drops
It is an odd sort of luck.
Once you grab onto luck, it sticks to you like burnt milk to a pan.
The dog got out of the fence today.
Note I did not specify what type of luck.
Some say there is no distinction between types of luck; that it is all the same.
I think luck is a skirt which states, "One Size FitsAll."
I wash my shoes in the washing machine.
They sink like badly designed canoes and are buried in soapy foam.
I mustn't think about you.
There is an empty place inside.
Miss Chiquita is fifty years old this year
She reaches for her glass of water
She drains the last, salty drops out of the bottom of the glass.
She puts a dollar bill on the table and walks out of the truck stop.
She smiles but does not look back.
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CONTRIBUTOR'S NOTES
We are only listing Frank Zappa so Steve West doesn't get his name listed first in the Contributor's
Notes. Cynthia Watson's famous dog got into my garbage. MTV tried its hand at politics last year with
its "Rock the Angie Vogt" campaign. Just back from Israel, Laurel Snyder has adapted her beet pulling
skills to more profitable endeavors. Maggie Simon's butt is named "Cranberry Sauce," because it's still
shaped like the can. Cheryl Sculley has published photographs under her pen name, Ansel Adams. Will
Sanders: looks like Ethan Hawke, smells like this girl Maria. You would never guess Marketa Riebova
is European because her jeans reach down to her ankles. Freshman Virginia Reardon was reared in
Virginia. Au revoir, Bradley Paul! now that you're gone, who'll write Big Heifer into the Contributor's
Notes? So long, Terry Olsen! it was better to Xerox in Hell than eat M. Beef in Heaven! The De'Lara
Khalili is one of the world's most endangered flowers. Its natural habitat is found by parting the waters
of the Melanie Jordan. Though she's still Ted's little sister, Laura Howard claims that even Ted was
somebody's baby once, as his teeth might suggest. Staph memberPhilip Knox once shot at President
Reagan to impress senior Jody Henry. Art editor Karri Harrison's senior thesis is titled Love and the
Sibling Imperative: Why is Sydney such a Bitch to Jane onMelrose Place? It's not from the hayseed in
her mouth that debutante Magdelyn Hammond gets the name "Hickey." The typing staff says that Paul
"Beau" Guest had better start writing some haiku. Leah Gore is the name of the new Gwar album.
Keith Edgemon is Jamaican slang for "sharpen your knife." JuniorEduardo Difillipo will spend next
year in Argentina working on a "strategic population control" program. Senior Helen Davis is under
observation at the Rocky Flats Research Institute because her roommate once dated the infamous Dr
Neptar from Dimension X. That's not Crocodile Dundee in that hat, it's Johnny "Sancho" Cornwell!
Mystery Van mystery man Jeff Campbell is heir to the canned soup empire (play on an old SR joke).
Julia Beach: some squirrel meat, a jug of corn whiskey, and thou.
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